In this paper, a novel method based on multiple matrix reconstruction without eigen decomposition is proposed for solving the problem of two-dimensional (2-D) direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation of mixed signals impinging on a planar array composing of two parallel uniform linear arrays (ULAs). Utilizing the correlation information between the array elements of two ULAs, four novel virtual covariance matrices are achieved for avoiding the interference from additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN). To eliminate the coherence between incident signals and improve the estimation accuracy, these four matrices and their backward versions are reassembled to obtain a new joint matrix. The new joint matrix is constructed again, so that we can calculate the suitable propagator for estimating the one-dimensional (1-D) angle only by a series of linear operations. Apart from this, parting the same joint matrix, we also can directly obtain a new propagator and extend it into a virtual orthogonal space, and further estimate the 1-D angle by the subspacebased method in this paper. After we obtain the 1-D estimation outcome, a novel union matrix is constructed for the estimation of 2-D angle with correct pair-matching. We derive the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) under the signal model assumptions and array conditions in this paper. The performance is demonstrated, and the simulation results indicate that the proposed method can distinguish 2-D mixed signals with efficiency computational complexity and high estimation accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation of signals impinging on antenna array has aroused the concerns of researchers from different fields [1] - [9] . The multiple signal classification (MUSIC), estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT), and their variant methods have been widely used for their high-resolution DOA estimation performance for uncorrelated signals. However, in the actual environment, mixed signals composing of uncorrelated signals and coherent signals are more common. Unfortunately, these subspace methods cannot deal with mixed signals without any preprocessing.
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In order to solve the DOA estimation problem of mixed signals, a series of decoherence techniques were proposed such as the spatial smoothing and matrix reconstruction [10] - [17] . Besides, subspace-based method without eigendecomposition (SUMWE) method utilizes subarray averaging to tackle the problem of rank deficit [18] . Applying these above decoherence techniques, the subspace methods can achieve one-dimensional (1-D) estimation of mixed signals. However, the subspace methods often involve eigen decomposition and spectral peak search operations, which greatly increase the computational complexity. Especially for the two-dimensional (2-D) DOA estimation problem, the computation cost of 2-D peak search is huge.
2-D DOA information can fully characterize the orientation of the target signal and has stronger practical significance.
In order to reduce the computational complexity of 2-D DOA estimation, many scholars have proposed a series of methods based on L-shaped array [19] - [22] and parallel linear array [23] , [24] . The complexity reduction effect is achieved by transforming the 2-D DOA estimation problem into a set of 1-D angle estimation problems. For the estimation of 1-D angle, in order to avoid the aforementioned eigen decomposition and spectral peak search operations, Maros proposed the propagator method (PM) to achieve the estimation of uncorrelated signals [25] . Many DOA estimation methods utilize the key idea of PM directly or indirectly [18] , [26] , [27] , [38] . However, decoupling the 2-D DOA into a set of 1-D angles creates redundant information, and we need additional pair-matching operation to eliminate it [28] - [30] . Tsung-Hsien essentially introduced the key issue should be solved in order to achieve pair-matching [30] .
The 2-D DOA estimation of the mixed signals is also realized by converting it into a set of 1-D estimates, so pairingmatching and decoherence are also two major problems that need to be solved for 2-D DOA estimation of the mixed signals. The common practices of estimating the mixed signals are divided into two types. One is to directly decoherent the mixed signals [14] , [31] - [33] , and the angles of the uncorrelated signals and the coherent signals are estimated at the same time. The other is to first estimate the uncorrelated signals, and then adopt subspace projection or spatial differencing, which separates the uncorrelated components out of the correlation components [34] - [39] . This has the advantage of being able to resolve more signals, but unfortunately these methods require to obtain the accurate estimation of the number of uncorrelated signals by the source number estimation methods under mixed signals [40] - [42] , moreover, the steps of implementation are cumbersome. Tao proposed the oblique projection based approach for 2-D direction estimation (OPADE) method which utilizes the subspace projection principle to separate the uncorrelated signals from the coherent signals and performs 2-D DOA estimation respectively [38] . The OPADE method can realize 2-D DOA estimation of the mixed signals with correct pairing-matching. However, the intensive computation is necessary, and the OPADE method requires to know the number of uncorrelated signals in advance. If the source number information is not accurately obtained, the performance of OPADE method will drop dramatically or even collapse. In order to improve the estimation accuracy, the OPADE method also requires repeated iteration, which further increases the computational complexity.
For the purpose of solving the problems of unsatisfactory computational complexity and pair-matching of 2-D mixed signals DOA estimation and improving the adaptability under unknown number of uncorrelated signals, the method in this paper is proposed. We will introduce the innovations of the proposed method from the following four perspectives: (1) From the perspective of decoherence, we construct four virtual covariance matrices utilizing the correlation information of the double parallel array. In order to achieve decoherence and improve estimation accuracy, these four covariance matrices and their backward versions are reconstructed to obtain a joint matrix. Compared with the traditional decoherence methods [10] , [11] , the decoherence method in this paper has the advantages of stronger noiseeliminating effect and better anti-interference ability. Compared with the reconstruction methods in [15] - [17] , the differences of our contribution are as follows:1) The reconstruction method in this paper does not require an odd number of array elements. 2) The submatrix we reconstruct can be a Toeplitz square matrix, a rectangular matrix, or even a vector, and this reconstruction flexibility indirectly reduces the aperture loss.
3) The way we reconstruct can be seen as an extension from 1-D to 2-D, not only to solve the coherence, but also to achieve the correct matching of 2-D angles. (2) From the perspective of beta angle estimation (The definitions of the beta angle and alpha angle are shown in Fig.1 ), we reconstruct the joint matrix again to get a new matrix, and further obtain the propagator containing the beta information through a series of linear operations. We call this method of solving the beta angle as the multiple matrix reconstruction linear operation (MMRLO) method. In order to utilize the array information maximally, we proposed another method for the estimation of beta angle, which is referred as multiple matrix reconstruction subspace-based (MMRSB) method. Calculate a new propagator directly from the data in the joint matrix and extend it to the virtual orthogonal subspace. Then a pseudospectrum is constructed, and the beta angle can be estimated by the root method. Compared with [32] , the spectral peak search is avoided, and the computational complexity is greatly reduced. (3) From the perspective of alpha angle estimation, we propose a novel method for the estimation of alpha angle. Utilizing the auto-correlation information and cross-correlation information of the double parallel array, we reconstruct a new block matrix and obtain a new propagator, which is extended to a projection matrix. Divide the projection matrix and combine the outcome of beta angle estimation of MMRLO or MMRSB, the estimation of alpha angle can be achieved with correct pair-matching. Compared with OPADE, this method does not require to construct the pseudospectrum, and it is no longer necessary to utilize the root method for alpha angle estimation. (4) From the perspective of the whole method, we estimate the uncorrelated and coherent signals simultaneously and avoid to utilize the spatial differencing [34] or subspace projection [38] to separate the mixed signals. The advantages can be reflected in two aspects: On the one hand, the calculation step and computational complexity are reduced, and it is convenient to implement in parallel. On the other hand, the unsatisfactory repeated iteration is avoided. It should be pointed out that the original intention of combining the estimation of mixed signals is because the number of uncorrelated signals is difficult to obtain accurately. However, this strategic choice also reduces computational complexity indirectly.
We derive the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and analysis the computational complexity. The simulation results confirm the mentioned effectiveness of the proposed method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the array signal model and the restrictions on the incident signals and the noise are given. In Section III, we present the method in this paper. In Section IV, the CRB of joint 2-D DOA estimation is derived, and we present the analysis of computational complexity and the maximum estimable sources number. In Section V, the performance of proposed method is substantiated through a series of simulation experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper. Throughout this paper, E{·}, (·) * , (·) T , (·) H , (·) −1 , and (·) † denote the statistical expectation, complex conjugate, transposition, Hermitian transposition, inverse, and pseudo inverse operator, respectively. I n , O n×m , and J n represent the n × n identity matrix, n × m null matrix, and n × n exchange matrix. diag( · ) and blkdiag( · ) stand for the diagonal matrix and block diagonal matrix operator. tr(·) denotes the trace of the matrix. arg(·) and Re{·} mean the phase and the real part of the bracketed quantity, respectively. is the Hadamard matrix product.x is the estimate of x. x means the smallest integer greater than x.
II. ARRAY SIGNAL MODEL FOR DOA ESTIMATION
As shown in Fig.1 , the double parallel array contains two paralleled uniform linear arrays (ULAs), where each ULA has M omni-directional sensors with spacing d, and the interelement spacing between the two ULAs is also d. The sensor at the origin of the coordinate system is the reference one. We suppose that K stationary narrow-band far-field mixed signals (including uncorrelated and coherent signals) s k (t) K k=1 with center frequency f impinging on the array with angles (α k , β k ) K k=1 . The numbers of uncorrelated and coherent signals are K u and K c , respectively, where K = K u + K c . The uncorrelated signals from K u statistically independent narrow-band far-field sources are described as s k (t) K u k=1 with incident angles (α k , β k ) K u k=1 . The uncorrelated signals vector S u (t) is defined as S u (t) = [s 1 (t), s 2 (t), · · · , s K u (t)] T . The coherent signals s k (t) K k=K u +1 with incident angles (α k , β k ) K k=K u+1 are assumed to consist of D groups from D statistically independent narrow-band far-field sourcess d (t) D d=1 , where each group contains P d coherent signals. The number of coherent signals K c is the sum of P d , K c = D d=1 P d . We define coherent signals vector S c (t) as S c (t) = [s c1 (t), s c2 (t), · · · , s cD (t)] T , which is the same as S c (t) = [s K u +1 (t), s K u +2 (t), · · · , s K (t)] T . In the dth coherent group s cd (t), the correlation coefficient between the pth coherent signal s d,p (t) and the reference signals d (t) is defined as η d,p , so s cd (t) can be written as s cd (t)=[η d,1 ,η d,2 , · · · ,η d,P d ] Ts d (t)=η dsd (t). Then the data received by the mth sensors of array Y and Z have the following forms, respectively
where n ym (t) and n zm (t) denote the additive noise,
, c denotes the speed of light propagation in vacuum. We define coherent signals source vector S d (t) as S d (t) = [s 1 (t),s 2 (t), · · · ,s D (t)] T , and then the coherent signals vector S c (t) can be described as S c (t)=ϒS d (t), where ϒ= blkdiag(η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η D ). Write the incident angles of mixed signals as a vector form (α, β), where α = [α u , α c ] and β = β u , β c with dimensions 1 × K . α u contains the alpha angles of uncorrelated signals given by α u = α 1 , · · · , α K u . α c contains the alpha angles of coherent signals given by α c = [α c1 , · · · , α cD ] with α cd = α d,1 , · · · , α d,P d . β u = β 1 , · · · , β K u denotes the beta angles of uncorrelated signals, and β c = β c1 , · · · , β cD denotes the beta angles of coherent signals with β cd = β d,1 , · · · , β d,P d . Rewrite (1) and (2) as matrix forms, we have
where Y (t) and Z(t) are the data vectors received by array Y and Z , respectively, N Y (t) and N Z (t) are the additive noise vectors of array Y and Z , respectively. Y (t), Z(t), N Y (t), and N Z (t) are given by Y (t)=[y 1 (t), y 2 (t), · · · , y M (t)] T ,
· · · , n yM (t) T , N Z (t)=[n z1 (t), n z2 (t), · · · , n zM (t)] T . A u is the steering vector matrix of uncorrelated signals given by A u = a(β 1 ), a(β 2 ), · · · , a(β K u ) with a(β k ) = 1, e jωτ (β k ) , · · · , e jω(M −1)τ (β k ) T . A c is the steering vector matrix of coherent signals given by
a(β d,p ) = 1, e jωτ (β d,p ) , · · · , e jω(M −1)τ (β d,p ) T . D u is a diagonal matrix about α u of uncorrelated signals given by D u =diag e jωτ (α 1 ) , e jωτ (α 2 ) , · · · , e jωτ (α Ku ) , and D c is a diagonal matrix about α c of coherent signals given by D c =diag e jωτ (α 1,1 ) , e jωτ (α 1,2 ) , · · · , e jωτ (α D,p D ) . A Y , , D, and S(t) have the following forms, respectively,
The above is the antenna array receiving signal model, and next we will make some restrictions on the incident signals and the additive noise.
1) The uncorrelated signals vector S u (t) is a complex Gaussian random process vector with zero-mean and its covariance matrix given by E S u (t)S H u (t) = diag σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , · · · , σ 2 K u . The coherent sources vector S d (t) is also a complex Gaussian random process vector with zero-mean and its covariance matrix given by
and N Z (t) are the M ×1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vectors with zero-mean and the covari-
σ 2 denotes the power of AWGN. The covariance matrix of N Z (t) also satisfies it which shows that the AWGN of each array element is independent of each other.
3) The steering matrix A Y = [A u , A c ] is a full rank matrix which means that for any two incident signals s k1 (t) and s k2 (t) with incident angles (α k1 , β k1 ) and (α k2 , β k2 ) of mixed signals s k (t) K k=1 satisfy β k1 = β k2 . 4) In the following passage we assume that the number of incident mixed signals K has been known or estimated by existing source number estimation technologies. The aim of this paper is to achieve 2-D distinguish of mixed signals. By sampling Y (t) and Z(t) at N distinct times t n , n = 1, 2, · · · N , we obtain the raw discrete data as the input of proposed method. What we need to do is to utilize the raw discrete data to mine the angle information we want with low computational complexity and high precision. Then we will introduce the method in this paper.
III. 2-D DOAS ESTIMATION OF MIXED SIGNALS A. ESTIMATION OF ANGLE β
We define four vectors r ς f , r ςb (ς = y, z), and the mth elements of r ς f and r ςb are given by
Assume ς = y, we obtain two vectors r yf and r yb , which contain the correlation information between the elements of array Y , and the mth elements of r yf and r yb as
Substituting (1) into (7) and (8) and considering that the incident signals are not correlated with AWGN, and the AWGN of each sensor is independent of each other, we obtain
where
The above simplification process and the definitions ofσ 2 k 1 , C yfc (d, p), and C ybc (d, p) see Appendix.
We define two vectors
Then r yf (m) and r yb (m) in (9) and (10) can be rewritten as
β(k), C yf (k), and C yb (k) denote the kth elements of vectors β, C yf , and C yb , respectively. When ς = z, similar to the above simplification process, the mth elements of r zf and r zb are
The kth elements of C zfu and C zbu are e −jωτ (α k ) σ 2 k and e −jωτ (α k )σ 2 k , respectively.
The definitions of C zfc (d, p) and C zbc (d, p) see Appendix.
In order to eliminate the coherence between mixed signals, the elements of vectors r yf , r yb , r zf , and r zb are rearranged to obtain four reconstruction matrices R yf , R yb , R zf , and R zb with dimensions (M − v) × v. We suppose that the spacing between the adjacent elements d is equal to half the wavelength λ of the incident mixed signals. Then the m 1 th row m 2 th column elements of these four reconstruction matrices have the following forms
Combining these four matrices, we form a
respectively. The mth row and kth column elements of A l and A r are both e j(m−1)π cos(β(k)) . R syf , R syb , R szf , and R szb are four diagonal matrices, and the kth elements on the diagonal of them are C yf (k)e jvπ cos β(k) , C yb (k)e j(v−1)π cos β(k) , C zf (k)e jvπ cos β(k) e jπ cos α(k) , and C zb (k)e j(v−1)π cos β(k) e jπ cos α(k) , respectively. Above all, these four reconstruction submatrices can be considered as the virtual covariance matrices generated by K independent signals with incident angle β. It is not difficult to see that the rank of the matrix R F is restored to K when M − v ≥ K and 4v ≥ K . In this paper, v can be selected dynamically, and these four submatrices can be reconstructed as square matrices, rectangular matrices or even vectors. Furthermore, different from the decoherence methods in [31] , [38] , when M − v ≥ K and v ≥ K , the rank of these four submatrices has been restored to K directly, so the decoherence method in this paper has better effect. In order to further improve the estimation accuracy and decoherence effect, we construct a new matrix R B as
, Q is a diagonal matrix given by Q= diag e jπ cos(β(1)) ,e jπ cos(β(2)) , · · · , e jπ cos(β(K )) . Union R F and R B , we obtain R FB as
R FBU and R FBD have the following forms (27) and (28) into (26), we obtain
A l2 are the submatrices with the first K rows and last M − v − 1 − K rows ofĀ l , respectively. The propagator P Lβ is defined as
Then R y in (26) can be rewritten as
It is easy find P H Lβ G = H, which means that once R y is estimated, we can obtain the propagator P Lβ , which can be divided into three parts P Lβ1 , P Lβ2 , and P Lβ3
According to (30) , we obtain
The information of angle β of the incident mixed signals is hidden in the eigenvalues of P H Lβ2 . By performing eigen decomposition of P H Lβ2 , we can obtain the estimatedQ, and the kth estimation valueβ k can be expressed aŝ
In the above estimation process, except for one time eigen decomposition, the estimate of angle β is obtained only through a series of linear operations. Therefore, we call the above estimation method as multiple matrix reconstruction linear operator (MMRLO) method. Next in order to utilize the array information maximally, improve the estimation accuracy and avoid the above eigen decomposition operation, we propose another method which is referred as multiple matrix reconstruction subspace-based (MMRSB) method. Extract the first K rows and last M − v − K rows of R FB to combine two matrices R FB1 and R FB2 , we define a new propagator P Sβ , which satisfies P H Sβ R FB1 =R FB2 . In order to utilize the array information maximumly and improve the estimation accuracy. P Sβ is extended to a new
Obviously, the rows of U H Sβ span to a space, which is orthogonal to the space spanned by the columns of A l . Replace U Sβ by its orthonormalized version
Then the estimates of {β k } K k=1 can be obtained by finding the roots of the following pseudospectrum through the root method, and the way to eliminate redundant roots is to find the roots of the number of incident signals closest to the unit circle.
where a(z)= 1, z, · · · , z M −v−1 T with z = e jπ cos β . β is a variable greater than 0 • and less than 180 • . We have obtained the estimate of angle β, and next we will introduce the estimation process of angle α.
B. ESTIMATION OF ANGLE α WITH AUTOMATIC PAIRING
Similar to section III-A, we define a new vector r zyf , and the mth element of r zyf is given by
Substituting (1) and (2) into (39), we obtain
Equation (40) can be simplified to
e jmπ cos(β(k)) e jπ cos(α(k)) C yf (k) (43) α(k) denotes the kth element of vector α. Utilizing the elements in r zyf , we construct a matrix R zyf , and the m 1 th row m 2 th column element of R zyf can be represented as
Matrix R zyf can be written as
The definition of D is shown in (4) . Union R yf and
R f 1 and R f 2 contain the first K rows and the last 2M −2v−K rows of R f , respectively. Once again, we define a propagator P α
Different from section III-A, we extend P α to a new form
Assume A lu1 is the first K rows of A lu , it is easy find A lu1 is the steering vector corresponding to R f 1 , so we have
T , U α1 and U α2 are the first and last M − v rows of U α , respectively. Thus U α1 and U α2 satisfy
Substituting (50) into (51), we obtain U α2 U † α1 A l =A l D, then the matrix D, which contains the information of angle α as
We assume the estimation outcome of angle β iŝ β= β 1 ,β 2 , · · · ,β K . Then we can utilize the estimatedβ to obtain the estimatedÂ l = a l (β 1 ), a l (β 2 ), · · · , a l (β K ) D is approximated as a diagonal matrix, and the kth element on the diagonal ofD is e jπ cosα k , whereα k is the correct one matching withβ k . Then the estimatedα k is given bŷ
So far, we have completed the 2-D estimation of mixed signals with correct pair-matching.
C. DIVISION OF MIXED SIGNALS
In the above estimation process, the angle estimation of the uncorrelated signals and the coherent signals are simultaneously performed. In this section, we will divide the estimated mixed angle results. The cross-correlation matrix of the received data of array Y and Z is
Utilizing the paired vectorsα andβ, we can calculate the estimatedÂ Y andD. After multiplyling the inverse ofÂ Y andD on both sides of matrix R yz , we obtain the estimated R s . The ith row and jth column element ofR s denotes the correlation coefficient between the ith incident signal with incident angle (α i ,β i ) and the jth incident signal with incident angle (α j ,β j ), so we can divide the mixed signals by the values of the elements of matrixR s . The ith row and jth column element ofR s close to zero indicates that the two signals are two mutually uncorrelated signals, or from two different correlation group, or one is an uncorrelated signal and the other from a certain coherent group.
Convert the matrixR s into a block diagonal matrix, the incident signals corresponding to each sub-block in the block diagonal matrix belong to the same coherent group. When the dimension of a sub-block is 1, the incident signal corresponding to this sub-block is an uncorrelated signal.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. MAXIMUM ESTIMABLE SOURCES NUMBER ANALYSIS
Next we will analyze the maximum estimable sources number around the matrix R FB in (25) . In order to ensure the rank of the matrix R FB is greater than or equal to K max , the number of rows of R FB needs to be satisfied M − v ≥ K max , and the number of columns of R FB needs to be satisfied 8v ≥ K max . According to the previous analysis, v is an integer greater than or equal to one, so v should be satisfied v ≥ K max 8 (56) Equation (56) reveals the relationship between the maximum estimable sources number K max and the number of the columns v of the reconstructed submatrices. When the maximum number of sources is less than or equal to eight, those four reconstructed submatrices and their backward versions can be reconstructed as eight vectors. For MMRLO, the number of rows ofĀ l2 in (30) should be greater than or equal to zero, so we have M − 1 − K max ≥ v. At this time,Ā l1 is equal toĀ l , and matrixĀ l2 does not exist. It should also be pointed out that when v is equal to one, the matrix R f in (46) will become a vector, but this will not affect the estimation of the alpha angle. Therefore, for MMRLO, the relationship between the maximum estimable number of sources K mmrlo and the elements number M is
Similarly, for MMRSB, the number of rows of the zero matrix in (35) should be greater than or equal to one, so the relationship between K mmrsb and M is
What's interesting is that the relationship between M and K max is a piecewise function. In fact, the aperture loss of the two proposed methods can be further reduced, and the further improvements in algorithm performance are shown in the Appendix. Next, we will arrange an experiment when elements number M is the minimum according to some K max .
In order to distinguish four mixed signals, the minimum value of M should be set as six, where the entire array contains twelve array elements. with correlation coefficient η = [1, e jπ/3 ] T , which means that K = 4, K u = 2, K c = 2, and D = 1. The center frequency of the mixed signals is 6GHz and the spacing d is 25mm. M is 6, and v is set as 1. The number of snapshots is set as 128 or 512, while the SNR is set as 13dB. 100 Monte Carlo trails are performed to acquire the estimation results of MMRLO and MMRSB shown in Fig.2-3 . When v is set as 1 and M is set as minimum, matrix P Lβ2 is equal to P Sβ . In this case, the information available to MMRLO method is the same as that of MMRSB method, so the angle estimation results are consistent. It should be pointed out that the estimation performance of the two methods is the same only when elements number M is the minimum according to some K max . From Fig.2-3 , we can see that in this extreme condition, the methods proposed in this paper still have a certain ability to distinguish the angle β, but there is a great deviation in the estimation of angle α.
B. CRAMER-RAO BOUND (CRB) ANALYSIS
In this section, the stochastic CRB of joint 2-D DOA estimation is derived. The received data vector of the double parallel array in this paper can be represented as
Based on the restrictions made on the incident signals and the additive noise, we know that the array output vector W (t) is a complex Gaussian vector with zero-mean and the covariance matrix given by
The received data vector W (t) obeys the following Gaussian distribution
ζ is a real-valued parameter vector which completely and uniquely specifies the distribution of W (t). The vector ζ contains the incident angle vectors α and β, the uncorrelated signals power σ 2 k K u k=1 , the coherent signals source power ρ 2 d D d=1 , the elements of attenuation coefficient matrix ϒ, and the power of the noise σ 2 . Then the CRB on the covariance matrix of any unbiased estimation of ζ is available [43] 
The general expression of the (i, j) element in Fisher information matrix (FIM) about incident angle vector α can be expressed as
Substituting (61) in (64), F α i α j has the following form
whereĀ α i = ∂A/∂α i . Noting that tr(A H ) =[tr(A)] * , we obtain
According to the nature of the matrix trace, we have
So (65) can be rewritten as
The derivative of the orientation vector matrix A to the angle α i can be expressed in the following form
where vector e i is the ith column vector of the unit matrix,Ā α = Ā α 1 (:, 1),Ā α 2 (:, 2), · · ·Ā α K (:, K ) . Then (70) becomes
Hence, the FIM regarding angle α can be expressed as Further, the FIM regarding angle β and the submatrices of FIM with respect to the cross terms can be expressed as
Union the above submatrices, the FIM of joint 2-D incident angles can be expressed as
The CRB matrix is the inverse of FIM F DOA , and the CRBs of angles α k and β k of kth signal are
THEORETICAL COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Before discussing the theoretical computational complexity, it should be point out that the same method runs differently in different languages, different computers, and different CPUs. To compare the computational complexity of different methods for the same problem, the usual way is to select one or several basic operations from the implementation of these methods and utilize the number of repetitions of the one or several basic operations as the time measure of these methods. In order to scientifically perform computational complexity analysis, we define the following basic operations shown in Table. 1. n and m represent the numbers of rows and columns of matrix, respectively. M v represents the number of array elements of virtual ULA, and K denotes the number of incident signals. The meaning of O 1 (n 2 ) is that the relationship between the scale of the operation of matrix inversion and the square of the dimension n of the matrix is O 1 , and the rest do the same explanation. These above basic operation types are used to characterize the computational complexity of MMRLO, MMRSB, and comparison method. We choose the OPADE method for comparison. Similar to MMRLO and MMRSB, the OPADE method based on the double parallel array also can distinguish the 2-D mixed signals with automatic pair-matching. Matrix multiplication takes up most of the computational cost, and the number of complex multiplications and complex additions required for matrix multiplication are roughly the same, so in the process of statistical computational complexity we only count the number of complex multiplications. We assume M is even and set the number of the rows of matrix R yf as the half of M . Then we will present the computational complexity of MMRLO step by step.
Algorithm 1 :MMRLO
1) Calculate the four correlation vectors r yf , r yb , r zf , and r zb and reconstruct the elements in these vectors to obtain four virtual covariance matrices R yf , R yb , R zf , and R zb . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4(M − 1)Na 2) Combine these four matrices to obtain R F and calculate the backward version R B , union R F and R B to obtain R FB . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · w/o 3) Reconstruct R FB to get R y and solve the propagator P Lβ . · · · · · · · · · 2MK (M − K − 2) + O 4 (K × 2M ) 4) Decompose of matrix P H Lβ2 to acquire the estimation valueβ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · O 2 (K × K ) 5) Calculate vector r zyf and reconstruction matrix R zyf , union R yf and R zyf to obtain R f . · · · · · (M − 1)Na 6) Solve the propagator P α and extend it to U α . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.5MK (M − K ) + O 4 (K × (M /2)) 7) Utilize the estimatedβ to calculate virtual steering vector matrixÂ l , solve the matrixD and obtain the estimated valueα matching withβ. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1.5M K 2 + 2O 4 ((M /2) × K ) + O 6 ((M /2) × K )
In summary, the computational complexity of MMRLO in this paper is approximated as
It should be pointed out that step 2) in MMRLO only concerns the movement of data in memory, where the matrix R B is obtained by aligning the elements in matrix R F with conjugating, and no calculation is involved. Therefore, there is no computational cost of this part. When discussing the computational complexity of the OPADE method, we also deal with in the same way. The computational complexity of MMRSB method is summarized as follows.
The difference between MMRSB and MMRLO lies in steps 3) and 4), so the computational complexity of these two methods is close. The computational complexity of MMRSB Algorithm 2 :MMRSB 1) Calculate the four correlation vectors r yf , r yb , r zf , and r zb and reconstruct the elements in these vectors to obtain four virtual covariance matrices R yf , R yb , R zf , and R zb . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4(M − 1)Na 2) Combine these four matrices to obtain R F and calculate the backward version R B , union R F and R B to obtain R FB . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · w/o 3) Calculate propagator P Sβ and extend it to U SβN . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · MK (M − 2K ) + O 4 (K × 2M ) 4) Acquire the estimated O β by finding the minimize values of the pseudospectrum in (38) . · · · · · · · O 5 (M , 2) 5) Calculate vector r zyf and reconstruction matrix R zyf , union R yf and R zyf to obtain R f . · · · · · (M − 1)Na 6) Solve the propagator P α and extend it to U α . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.5MK (M − K ) + O 4 (K × (M /2)) 7) Utilize the estimatedβ to calculate virtual steering vector matrixÂ l , solve the matrixD and obtain the estimated valueα matching withβ. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1.5M
in this paper is approximated as
Similar to the above analysis, the computational complexity of OPADE method without iteration is approximated as
whereK = K u + D. In the implementation of MMRLO and MMRSB, the pseudo-inverse operation is necessary. In contrast, the OPADE method also concerns the pseudo-inverse operation and singular value decomposition operation. Based on the above analysis, we ignore the computational cost of the part of nonlinear operations and only consider the complex multiplication operations involved in these methods for computation comparison. It is worth noting that the number of complex multiplications required by these methods is considered to be the computational complexity in the following experiments. We assume M is 14. There are four incident signals with two uncorrelated signals and one group with two coherent signals, that is K = 4, K u = 2, K c = 2, andK = 3. The number of snapshots N varies from 100 to 1000 in steps of 100, and the computational complexity of these methods is shown in Fig.4. From Fig.4 , we can clearly see the low complexity advantage of MMRLO and MMRSB, and the computational complexity of OPADE is much larger than that of MMRLO and MMRSB at any N . We set N as 100, and M varies from 10 to 50 in steps of 5. The computational complexity of these methods is shown in Fig.5 . We can still see the significant low complexity advantage of MMRLO and MMRSB. Under the above experimental conditions, when M is 15, the computational complexity of OPADE method is about 69 times that of MMRSB method.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will verify the effectiveness of MMRLO and MMRSB. Firstly, the prerequisites involved in the following simulation experiments will be introduced. The center frequency of the mixed signals is 6GHz and the spacing of adjacent array elements d is equal to half the wavelength of mixed signals, d = 25mm. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the power of the signals to the power of the AWGN of each sensor. Additionally, the root mean square error (RMSE) of angle ϑ (ϑ = α, β) is defined as
where T is the number of Monte Carlo trials,θ kt is the estimated angle of the kth incident signal in the tth Monte Carlo trial. ϑ k is the true incident angle of the kth incident signal. The OPADE, FBSS-MUSIC in [44] , and FBSS-DOAM in [32] are carried for performance comparison. During the estimation of coherent signals with OPADE, the estimation outcome is utilized repeatedly to update the oblique projector until the error between the previous DOA estimation result and the current DOA estimation result is less than a certain threshold ε. We set ε as ε =10 −6 . In addition, the OPADE requires matrix reconstruction to estimate coherent signals, and the number of the rows n of the reconstructed matrix is set as the half of M , which also satisfies n ≥ K c + 1 required in [38] . As for FBSS-MUSIC and FBSS-DOAM, the spectral searching is performed with an angular grid spacing 0.01 • . Example 1 (Performance Versus SNR): In the first example, we will examine the performance of MMRLO and MMRSB against the SNR. There are two uncorrelated signals from (82.17 • , 77.32 • ),(59.42 • , 91.47 • ) and one group of two coherent signals from (73.97 • , 105.79 • ), (66.66 • , 120.11 • ) with correlation coefficient η = [1, e jπ/3 ] T , which means that K = 4, K u = 2, K c = 2, and D = 1. M is 14, and v is selected as 6. The number of snapshots is set as 128, while the SNR is varied from −5dB to 20dB in steps of 1dB. 500 Monte Carlo trails are performed to acquire the RMSE α and RMSE β shown in Fig.6-7 . From Fig.7 , in terms of the angle β, the estimation effects of MMRSB, OPADE, and FBSS-MUSIC are similar, and both are better than that of OPADE(w/o iteration), FBSSDOAM, and MMRLO when SNR is greater than 0dB. OPADE method needs repeated iterations in the process of estimating the coherent signals. When there are no iterations or the number of iterations is small, the estimation accuracy will tend to a threshold under the condition of a certain number of snapshots. From Fig.6 , MMRLO and MMRSB have the consistent performance on the estimation of angle α when SNR is greater than 6dB. This phenomenon not only confirms the estimation performance of MMRSB method is better than that of MMRLO method, but also shows that the accuracy of the estimation of angle α by the MMRLO and MMRSB tends to be the same lower bound.
Example 2 (Performance Versus Number of Snapshots): In the second example, we will study the performance of MMRLO and MMRSB against the number of snapshots. The simulation conditions are similar to those in Example 1, except that the SNR is set as 13dB and the number of snapshots varies from 100 to 1000 in steps of 50. 500 Monte Carlo trails are performed to acquire the RMSE α and RMSE β shown in Fig.8-9 . From Fig.9 , it is easy find that the MMRSB is better than OPADE(w/o iteration), FBSS-DOAM, and FBSS-MUSIC in the estimation performance of the angle β. Combining Fig.6 and Fig.8 , as for the estimation of angle α, unfortunately the MMRLO and MMRSB are inferior to all comparison methods. When the number of snapshots is 100 or 1000, the RMSE α of MMRSB differs from that of OPADE by 0.1226 • and 0.0378 • , respectively. However, it should be point out that the computational complexity of MMRSB and MMRLO is also far less than that of all the above comparison methods. Compared with OPADE(w/o iteration), the computational complexity of the two proposed methods is greatly reduced. In addition, for FBSS-MUSIC method, the 2-D peak searching is necessary, and the searching step size is set to 0.01 • aiming to ensure the estimation accuracy. To complete the construction of the spectrum map, about 324 million (18001*18001) spectral values need to be calculated according to the principle of orthogonal subspace, which introduces an unimaginable computational cost. Similarly, FBSS-DOAM also involves K times 1-D spectral peak searching and two times eigendecomposition of M dimensional matrix.
Example 3 (Performance Versus Angular Separation): In the third example, we will assess the performance of MMRLO and MMRSB with respect to angular separation between the beta angles of mixed signals. There is one uncorrelated signal from (83.12 • , 60.33 • ) and a group of three coherent signals from (60.24 • , 75.33 • ), (110.21 • , β 1 ), (97.32 • , β 1 + β) with correlation coefficient η D[1, e jπ/3 , e jπ/12 ] T , which means that K = 4, K u = 1, K c = 3, and D = 1. β 1 is set as 87.12 • and β varies from 1 • to 15 • in steps of 1 • . M is 14, and v is selected as 6. The number of snapshots is set as 128, while the SNR is set as 13dB. 3000 Monte Carlo trails are performed to acquire the RMSE α and RMSE β shown in Fig.10-11 .
It can be seen from Fig.10-11 that under a certain number of snapshots, when the number of coherent signals increases, the performance of the MMRLO is better than that of OPADE(w/o iteration). Combining the estimation accuracy of two angles, it can be seen that MMRSB has the best resolution effect for adjacent sources. However, when the angle separation increases, the alpha angle estimation performance of FBSSDOAM and OPADE will transcend that of MMRSB. From the simulation results, the MMRSB method can effectively distinguish two adjacent coherent signals when the angular separation is greater than 4 • , and the MMRLO method can effectively distinguish two adjacent coherent signals when the angular separation is greater than 6 • .
Example 4 (Running Time Comparison): In the last example, we intuitively compare the running time of MMRLO and MMRSB with OPADE, FBSS-MUSIC, and FBSS-DOAM under the same conditions. The hardware selection and software environment of this simulation are as follows: (1) The type of CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3230M with main frequency 2.60GHz. (2) The software environment is Matlab v2017a. The SNR is set as 13dB, and the rest of the simulation conditions are the same as those in Example 1. 100 Monte Carlo trails are performed to acquire the average runtime shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , it is easy find that the two proposed methods have significant low complexity advantages. Under these simulation conditions, the running time of the OPADE (w/o iteration) is about 22.4 times longer than that of the MMRSB. Although the above results are different from the theoretical analysis, they are also reasonable, because in the process of running the program, the computer will automatically optimize some processes. However, in the theoretical analysis, we analyze the amount of calculation. Besides, the running time of the iterative OPADE is about 2.4 times as much as the OPADE (w/o iteration). This is because not all the steps of the OPADE need to be iterated, and only the steps involving the estimation of the angle β of the coherent signals need to be repeated.
In summary, MMRSB and MMRLO provide two solutions to the 2-D estimation problem of mixed signals. MMRSB avoids repeated iterations, eigendecomposition of large-dimensional matrix, and spectral peak searching and greatly reduces the computational complexity at the cost of alpha angle estimation accuracy. In addition, unlike OPADE, MMRSB and MMRLO only need to know the number of mixed signals in advance, which is more consistent with the actual situation. For double parallel array, the estimation of beta angle is more important than that of alpha angle, because the existence of each array element is aimed at improving the estimation accuracy of the beta angle. In [38] , the estimation accuracy of alpha angle is not even shown in simulation results. Compared with MMRSB, MMRLO seems to be inferior in every respect. But in fact, MMRLO is more suitable for parallel implementation in existing hardware systems. Compared with MMRSB, MMRLO avoids the nonlinear operation of polynomial root-finding. We do not deny that MMRLO needs one time eigendecomposition, but the dimension of the eigendecomposition of matrix is not M but K . In general, the number of signals can't be very large. In fact, due to the influence of channel inconsistency on the existing multi-channel receiving system, it is difficult to distinguish four or more signals. The existing radar decoy system is also a radar source equipped with three decoys. The shortcomings of the proposed method are mainly reflected in two aspects. On the one hand, the low array utilization of the proposed method requires more array elements to ensure the estimation accuracy, while the OPADE method can utilize the same number of array elements to estimate more signals, on the other hand, the estimation accuracy of alpha angle is poor.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel 2-D DOA estimation method for mixed signals based on double parallel array. According to the difference in beta angle estimation, the method in this paper can be divided into MMRLO and MMRSB. Compared with OPADE(w/o iteration), the MMRSB reduces the computational complexity while enhancing the estimation accuracy of beta angle. Compared with MMRSB, the MMRLO avoids polynomial rooting and is easier to implement in existing hardware systems, but the estimation accuracy is poor. This paper proposed a novel way of matrix reconstruction, the submatrix can be reconstructed as a Toeplitz square matrix, a rectangular matrix or even a vector, which improves the flexibility of the method and indirectly reduces the aperture loss. What's interesting is that the relationship between the number of array elements and maximum estimable sources number is a piecewise function. At the same time, it should be pointed out that the reconstruction in this paper is not limited to the reconstruction of multiple submatrices, and the idea of reconstruction runs through all of the method. The way of matrix reconstruction in this paper is not just to solve the coherence, but to lay the foundation for 2-D estimation and correct pairing-matching. We derive the CRB of angle estimation under the conditions of the array, signal, and noise model in this paper. The excellent performance is substantiated through a series of numerical examples. Especially in some environments with high SNR, low snapshots, and high real-time, MMRLO and MMRSB have obvious advantages. On the whole, the contributions in this paper not only have theoretical value, but also have engineering realization significance. However, it should be pointed that there are also some rooms to be improved, for instance, how to improve the array utilization of proposed method, how to improve the estimation accuracy of alpha angle of proposed method. We will carry out further efforts in these two areas.
APPENDIX
A. FORMULA SIMPLIFICATION
Substituting (1) into (5) and (6), r yfu (m), r yfc (m), r ybu (m), and r ybc (m) have the following forms
Since the D group coherent signals are uncorrelated between each group, (82) and (84) can be rewritten as
For a clearer expression, we define C yfc (d 1 , p 1 ), C ybc (d 1 , p 1 ) as (45), it is not difficult to find that R zyf also can be used as a submatrix to solve the coherence. In addition, R zyf contains the cross-correlation information of the double parallel array, which will further improve the estimation accuracy. Thus once again we define three vectors r zyb , r yzf , and r yzb , and the mth elements of these three vectors are given by Following the previous procedure, we also can obtain three construction submatrices R zyb , R yzf , and R yzb with dimensions (M − v) × v. These three matrices have the following forms, respectively
What calls for special attention is that the relationship between R scf in (100) and R szf in (23) satisfies R szf =DR scf . Similarly, R scb in (101) and R szb in (23) satisfies R szb =DR scb . Union these three submatrices with R zyf , we can construct a matrix containing cross information
Similarly, we define a backward matrix R CB as
Union R F , R B , R CF and R CB , we obtain a (M − v) × 16v matrix R as
Matrix R also can be used for the estimation of beta angle.
Since it contains more information, the estimation accuracy will be further improved. However, we do not build it for this purpose. We prefer to maintain a balance between the estimation accuracy and the amount of calculation. Matrix R is constructed to further reduce the aperture loss. According to section IV-A, for MMRLO, the relationship between the maximum estimable number of sources K mmrlo and the elements number M can be updated to 
